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Disclaimer: The features listed in this document may not be immediately available to every recognition program due to Client specific program configurations. To check 
availability and to learn more about adopting these features, please contact your Customer Success Manager. These release notes are considered general release 
information, and as such, the features listed herein are subject to change at the sole discretion of Workhuman.

Workhuman reserves the right to revise the release notes or make improvements or changes to the features outlined in the release notes, at any time, and without notice. 
Workhuman makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of this document and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or 
fitness for any particular purpose.

For more information about any 
new features, please

contact your Account Team
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Feature Release Highlights

A look back to July
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What's New in July

Product Feature Overview Availability Prerequisites

Moodtracker
New

"Return to Office" 
Survey

Moodtracker, Workhuman's free Voice of the Employee survey tool, has launched a new 
survey "Return to Office"

The survey, created by Workhuman’s data science team and backed by thousands of data 
points, helps you measure employee productivity, work/life harmony, likelihood to stay with 
the organization, and more as your team returns (or prepares to return) to the office.
Businesses can use the survey to measure employee sentiment, compare results for remote 
and in person workers, and measure themselves against validated benchmarks.

General
Availability

Moodtracker
(Sign up here: 

https://www.workhuman.com/m
oodtracker/)

eCommerce

Enhanced Search
Find products faster in the Workhuman store with enhanced search 
capabilities. Enhancements include better navigation, search suggestions, and enhanced 
filtering.

General
Availability Store

eCommerce Shop My Balance
How often do you find the perfect product only to realize it's not within your points budget? 
Now, shoppers can quickly tap “shop my balance” in the category menu or filter to see a 
personalized list of products just in their points range!

General
Availability Store
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Moodtracker

• A new employee pulse survey "Return to Office" 
is available in Moodtracker

• Like all Moodtracker surveys, this survey was built by 
Workhuman’s data science team, and is backed by 
thousands of data points

• Measure employee productivity, work/life harmony, 
likelihood to stay with the organization, and more as 
your team plans for the future of work

• Use survey results to guage employee sentiment, 
compare results between remote and in person 
employees, and measure results 
against validated benchmarks

• Not using Moodtracker? Sign up here:
https://www.workhuman.com/moodtracker/
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eCommerce

General Availability

• Find the products you're looking for – faster.

• Narrow your search using a new filter on the left side 
of the category page

• See "top categories" when search results search 
returns zero results

Enhanced Search
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eCommerce

General Availability

• A new category, “shop my balance,” creates a 
personalized list of products for every 
shopper based on their current points budget

• Find the right product, within your budget, fast.

Shop My Balance
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What's Coming in August

Product Feature Overview Availability Prerequisites

Conversations
New UI Design

Introducing a new, modern, user-friendly UI for Check-ins, Feedback, and Priorities. 
Employees are guided through each Conversation experience, with structured sections for 
check in date, description, values, and more. This new UI helps employees better craft 
their content and get more value out of their Conversations.

General
Availability Conversations

Integrations Microsoft Teams 
Integration

Social Recognition now integrates with Microsoft Teams, allowing employees to create 
moments of recognition without having to leave the app. This integration is one more way for 
employees to participate in and celebrate the success of one anotherfrom wherever they’re 
working.

Early Access Microsoft Teams

Social 
Recognition

Reporting Privileges 
UI improvements

Reporting Privileges users can now enjoy a new, consistent UI across all reports, with the 
update of Award Activity: Direct and HR Manager Reports.

General 
Availability

Reporting Privileges
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Conversations

• A new, modern UI for Check-ins, Feedback, and 
Priorities guides employees through each 
Conversation experience, with structured sections 
for check in date, description, values, and more.

• This new design:

• Improves the user experience

• Provides a guided experience that helps 
employees craft their content

• Leads to better 1:1s, more detailed 
feedback, and better articulation of priorities
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Enhancing the user experience with new, 
a modern UI

General Availability



Integrations

• Extend Social Recognition into Microsoft Teams

• View award notifications within Teams, and link 
directly to your award in Social Recognition

• Celebrate the success of your colleagues 
from wherever you're working!
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Microsoft Teams

Early Access*

*Contact your account team to get started



Thank you


